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The Weekend Opinion: Donald or Hillary?
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A picture says...

Use the picture clues to guess the word or words and find the theme that connects them 

The US Presidential election on 8 November is fast approaching and the race for the White 
House has become increasingly bitter. Who should be the next US President?

Hillary ClintonDonald Trump 
Harriet KeanDavid Edbrooke

nAnswers on the opposite page

IT is not totally beyond the realms of reality 
that, come 8 November, we could all be 
living in a world with Donald Trump at 
the helm of the most powerful nation in 
the world. Imagine that: an orange-shaded 
man with peroxide hair calling the shots, 
whether we like it or not. 

However, leaving aside Trump’s hair 
and Geordie Shore-like skin tone, why else 
should those taking to the polls look to 
Hillary Clinton instead?

Without a shadow of a doubt, whether you 
think Hillary is a scandalous anti-Christ 
or not, she is by far the more politically 
competent candidate. Hillary has served as 
the First Lady to her husband while he was 
Governor and President. She has also, and 
most importantly, served as the Secretary 
of State from 2009 to 2013. Trump, on the 
other hand, has virtually zero experience of 
political life.

He does appear to have a far more 
colourful CV, however, including not only 
his vast real estate experience, but also 
acting roles in, among other things, Sex and 
the City.

Nevertheless, when it comes to choosing 

between the woman who was instrumental 
in the demise of Osama bin Laden, or the 
man who marvelled over the cost of a Big N’ 
Tasty in a McDonald’s commercial, I know 
who would get my vote… 

Trump has undoubtedly been the more 
prolific headline grabber, with plans 
to build his infamous wall and ban 1.7 
billion Muslims from entering the US. It 
is easy to let these barbaric fantasies drag 
our attention away from Hillary’s more 
forward-thinking strategies. 

Trump’s rhetoric is chiefly founded on 
paranoia and xenophobia, and thus his 
campaign focuses not on making America 
great again, but, as Hillary says, ‘making 
America hate again’.

Trump behaves as if America is the 
centre of the universe, while Hillary 
insists that the world is stronger together. 
She believes that regardless of gender, 
race, or religion, we are all equal. 
Hillary’s campaign steers towards a more 
progressive and open-minded USA. 

More importantly, she would save 
America from a dangerous and turbulent 
future. 

SOME would say the most powerful 
person on the planet should be 
overburdened with a deep, bookish 
understanding of world history and 
politics. 

Perhaps, but what you really need is 
someone who has all the traits of being 
a great Monopoly player – a shrewd 
operator who isn’t afraid to roll those 
dice.

Step forward Donald Trump. Here is 
a man who has turned the globe into 
one giant personal Monopoly board, 
collecting hotels for a living. He even 
has a website dedicated to all the 
monolithic structures that bear his 
name. 

The Trump Hotel Collection is to real 
estate what Thornton’s Continental 
Selection is to chocolate. The list is long 
and indulgent: Trump International 
Hotel & Tower Chicago, Trump 
International Hotel & Tower Honolulu, 
Trump International Hotel & Tower 
New York City, Trump International 
Hotel & Tower Toronto, Trump 
International Hotel & Tower Vancouver, 

Trump Towers Istanbul, Trump 
International Las Vegas…  
to name but a few.

Yet there is one property crying out 
for inclusion in his portfolio: Trump 
International White House.

It is crucially important that  
the don of real estate should occupy  
the most famous property in the  
world. 

For if Trump collects the keys, we 
can rest easy knowing he has it in his 
power to send a dazzling message of 
dominance to Messrs Putin and Xi 
Jinping – by redesigning the interior 
décor in the style of his shimmering 
Las Vegas skyscraper.

Gilding the windows with classy 
24-carat gold, the opportunity would  
be there to rebrand the White House  
as ‘the Gold House’.

This would also future-proof the 
Western world’s finances, for if the 
stock markets crashed he could 
command that the entire structure  
be melted down to pump a bunch  
of gold bars into the global economy.

nBillionaire businessman and Republican nominee Donald Trump is taking on Democrat and former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton for the top job


